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(Intro)
Your,Presence is raining on me
Absence is what i need
It's been so long of a night
It feels so useless to try
So im not sober again
This sleep will help me mend
It took so long to defend
This is, This is the end

I was the first to fall
Im finally learning to crawl
Life is a chance you take
Some people are born to be fake
I see what i am today
No regrets, your my only mistake
This is what im destined to be
I hope you are, happy for me

(Verse 1)
There i go, im blaming myself again
For the things, You put in my head
Im In Control, What we have is dead
Now you can crawl, Just like an insect
Times change, since you have been around
Im so happy with the life i live now
I'll let my new life, BEGIN
There's only so much i can take
Only time can mend my break
This is goodbye, Closing in

(Chorus)
This is my time, So smile for me
And break these chains, Attachted to my feet (X2)

(Verse 2)
With less pressure, Im better
Scream at me now, Call me a failure
Your fading, Never changing
Your the only one still remaining
I've moved on, Plans to be gone
You have stumbled down the wrong road this time
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Succeeding, Still breathing
I'll let my new life Begin
There's only so much i can take
Only time can mend my break
This is goodbye, Closing in

(Chorus)
This is my time, So smile for me
And break these chains, Attachted to my feet (X2)

(Bridge)
This Is My Time

(Chorus)
This is my time, So smile for me
And break these chains, Attachted to my feet (X2)

(Outro)
Goodbye
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